Crystal Ice -paints
Crystal Ice Colors is a product group which includes white and colored paints for ice painting. We have tested and
developed our ice paints for several years before introducing them to markets. Intial research was done in a Special
Laboratory for Material and Surface Treatment Engineering. Based on the results received from laboratory, fieldtesting was executed in cooperation with professional ice painters. Products do not include any hazardous substances.
They are environmentally friendly and suitable for both indoor and outdoor use.

Crystal White - ice paint
Crystal White - ice paint production began at our new production
plant in Oulainen in 2010. Paint is packed in 20kgs cardboard
boxes and delivered in powder format. Paint powder will be
mixed with water according to the instructions included in
delivery. Crystal White - ice paint is easy to use and it gives an
excellent white coverage on ice areas.
Why to paint Ice with Crystal White -ice paint:
-

White color gives excellent contrast. The visibility of
ads and other ice surface markings improves.
Lighting conditions get better when ice is totally white.
The Heat load on ice surface decreases.
Energy consumption decreases and it brings cost
savings.
Ice quality gets better (temperature)

Photos: Ice painting in Ice hockey hall, Oulunsalo 2012
Painting equipment: Prorink 520L
Ice paint: Crystal White -ice paint 6 x 20kg

Crystal White -ice paint is Ph -neutral. It does not contain any
limestone and therefore all equipment and splits are easy to
clean after painting.
One box of 20kgs Crystal Ice White -paint powder is enough to
paint 250m2 area twice. For a standard size ice rink we
recommend to have 6-8 boxes of paint powder in order to
achieve an intensive white coverage.

Crystal Colors -ice paints
Crystal Colors -paints are based on the Crystal White -paint
powder. Colored paints are meant for painting the Ice surface
markings. Colors are tinted according to the IIHF standards;
red, blue and lightblue.

Photos: Vida Arena, Växjö Sweden 2012
Ice Paint: Crystal White -ice paint 8 x 20kg

Crystal Colors -paints are packed in reclosable 4L metal cans.
Paint is in paste format and it can be diluted with water.
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